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PHASE 3 ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY SUMMARY
The Activities
Kitselas First Nation is in the fourth
planning phase and has just
completed
the
third
Member
engagement
phase
toward
developing
a
Comprehensive
Community Plan (CCP) that will help
guide the Nation in decision-making
on Reserve and result in a clear vision
and action plan for the community.
During the month of June, the CCP
project team conducted the third
phase of community engagement on
the project. This phase focused on
gathering community input toward
CCP actions that would satisfy the
vision and goals defined in the
previous phases. Participants were
able to vote on their top priorities for
actions in the 2020 CCP and the
results allowed the project team to
narrow down the CCP actions to those that were most important to Member participants at
this time.
All of the draft content presented to community Members during this phase of engagement
was developed based on all of the community input gathered during the second phase of
engagement in November 2019.
Engagement techniques used in phase three included:
•
•

A community survey (digital and hard copy options)
A take-home family activity kit (digital and hard copies available)

Engagement techniques during this phase took into consideration the COVID-19 Pandemic
and therefore consisted of social distancing opportunities which allowed people to participate
from the comforts of their own homes.
An instructional YouTube video was created to walk Members through the survey and the
family activity kit and also provided important background information related to this phase of
engagement. The video was available on the website, the Kitselas Facebook page and directly
via YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgqBtKoKbyk&feature=emb_title.
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A total of 78 surveys were completed and approximately 15 people participated in the takehome family activity kits. Those who participated were eligible to sign up for a prize draw
and/or to participate in the CCP community video that will be created later this year.

Communications Approach
Staff used a multi-channel communications approach to reach as many people about the
engagement opportunities. The following communication outlets were used:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Posters up on Reserve
Emails and phone calls to Members (on and off-Reserve)
Kitselas Connect newsletter (distributed to all Members)
Dedicated project page on the Kitselas website
Kitselas Facebook Page
Mail outs to all homes on Reserve and to those who expressed interest off-Reserve

The next sections of this report provide an overview of the results of the survey and take-home
activity kit. All grammar and spelling associated with Member comments have been left as is
to maintain the integrity of Member responses.
For all of the raw data gathered from Members through the survey and sessions, see
Appendices 1 and 2 (names and contact information removed to protect the identity of
participants). Staff and consultants are currently analyzing all of the data gathered and will be
considering all input in solidifying the actions for the Nation’s first CCP.
Next steps include:
•
•
•
•

A full analysis of the results of this phase of engagement and based on comments
received by the project team;
Identifying any additional actions that may need to be considered for the CCP based
on Member input;
Creating the draft CCP; and
Preparing for the next round of engagement on the draft CCP.

The next phase of community engagement, anticipated in the Fall of 2020, will provide
Members with an opportunity to review the draft Member-driven CCP which will be created
over the coming months.
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What We Heard
Governance: What we Heard
Top 6 Actions:
1.

Develop a Council policy on sharing meeting minutes (or videos), annual budgets and
reports

2. Develop stronger linkages between Kitselas departments
3. Raise awareness for Staff/Council of Kitselas laws and policies
4. Educate about the Treaty Process and ensure community engagement is included
5. Ensure the Band Manager position is continually filled and that this person is supported
and empowered in their role
6. Raise awareness about the Kitselas First Nation Communications and Engagement
Plan (2018) and ensure all departments are following and implementing it
Comments:
•

“Utilize technology ie: Zoom to include off-reserve members”

•

“Involve the youth to work along with the elders”

•

“Enhanced transparency”

•

“Sharing yearly program & council Expenses”

•

“Elders should continue to have say in important decisions”

•

“Start asserting Kitselas' rights and title and educate the public about Kitselas
Traditional

•

Territory. Counter the claims being made by Lax kw'alaams in particular”

•

“Hereditary Chiefs and Matriarchs must be recognized”

•

“Transparency with chief and council”

•

More focus/support for off-Reserve Members***

Lands and Resources
Top 2 Actions:
1.

Continue the fisheries program to ensure protection of fish and fish habitat in the
Traditional Territory and the ecosystems with which the territory is linked

2. Develop a Land Use Plan for the Traditional Territory
Comments:
•

“Mentor Kitselas people to fill Lands and Resource jobs. Resource guys are rude.”

•

“Guardian Program Commercial licence on river Cannery Food Fish Food Harvest all
year round.”
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•

“Share past Land Use Studies”

•

“Share with members yearly fish stock numbers”

•

“Providing traditional foods for elders and community members every year. Or
opportunity for members to harvest for there families. As not everyone has access to
nets, and what not.”

•

“Need fish wheel for community that has no access to fish. Sign up sheet for fishing
spots.” **

•

“Revive and preserve Kitselas' rights to other fishing and harvesting opportunities:
Schedule C; shrimp, prawns, cod, etc.”

•

“Land Use plan must include the Heriditary Chiefs and Matriarchs Traditional Lands!”

•

“create a Kitselas L&R advisory council made up of members that have historical
knowledge, to oversee and provides advice to our lands and resources programs Our
inherent rights to lands”

•

“plant trees”

•

“restoration replace what we take”

•

“Fire Protection Barrier for community”

Health and Wellness
Top 4 Actions:
1.

Create a support program for Elders - To help them with everyday tasks like groceries,
moving stuff etc.

2. Investigate opportunities to enhance safety and security in Kitselas housing areas
3. Developing more services and programs that meet the health needs of Kitselas
4. Create a Poverty Reduction Strategy to enhance the quality of life for members
Comments:
•

“Hall”

•

“Workshops on healthy eating habits and shopping healthy.”

•

“Senior housing complex and long term care facility”

•

“Host an actual health program for all ages”

•

“People of all ages can benefit from martial arts training. It is in high demand from youth
and elders alike. It benefits physically and mentally. Yoga classes are good and fun. I
enjoyed the running group in 2010. Thats why i continue to run for exercise. More
access to awareness of physical and mental health. (Psychologists and exercise). The
importance of learning about healthy eating (cheaper and more delicious) available for
all people. More opportunities for idea building around this topic. The importance of
being more active: any moving at all, any amount of exercise reduces depression and
helps keep the body healthy.”
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•

“Provide Mental Health Services -Dietitian/ Nutritionist -Fitness Coach”

•

“Get rid of illegal Drug Dealers in OUR Community. Even if one or two or more of them
are Community Members.”

•

“Generally speaking, Kitselas people don't feel that we have adequate services to
support the Elders. Kitselas can create housing for Seniors that is at no or little cost to
the elders who want independent living with some supports”

•

“hurry up and build a youth and elders building.”

•

“assistance for house chores”

•

“meals on wheels as a given”

•

“we need a security at the entrance especially on wknds or holidays as sketchy people
r invited in and wind up being bad people.”

•

“Training program for younger children curb obesity.”

•

“Fill all health department positions”

Infrastructure Development
Top 4 Actions:
1.

Secure funding, design and build a community hall / multi-plex in Gitaus

2. Develop a strategy for using alternative energy systems like solar, wind, geothermal
3. Start a community bus program for grocery shopping, medical appointments etc.
4. Encourage new homes to be planned and constructed using universal design
standards (universal design standards ensure homes built are usable by a wide range
of people, regardless of age, size or disability status)
*Develop an Asset Management Plan to track and manage Kitselas' existing assets and
infrastructure, and to layout the needs for future infrastructure development – this was
not identified by the community as a top priority but has been identified by staff as an
action of importance to include in the CCP.
Comments:
•

“Wood stoves to be replaced for elders and community. Every house should have a
wood stove.”

•

“Have repairs done when needed ie.doors frozen in winter cant get in or out. Mould,
new stoves”

•

“Single unit elder housing, away from families with children, they'll need peace and
quiet , no stress.”

•

“Develop Health and Safety standards for upkeep of lands and housing. Eg. excess
garbage in yards etc.”
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•

“We need a community hall, or will be great for all ages.. and we can all be together.”

•

“Develop a plan for Kitselas to have 0 homeless members.”

•

“Develop an infrastructure master plan for Kitselas”

•

“Keep the Canyon a priority for garbage removal, septic tank issues, and also have the
garbage removed from the park, basketball court, and the transit bus stops”

•

“Follow our own criteria. Not Indian affairs. Separate reserve fund, land code. Separate
the funds – assistance”

•

“speed bumps”

Community Services
Top 3 Actions:
1.

Continue to develop and implement programs and services to develop life and career
skills

2. Create a mentorship program for developing future leaders
3. Conduct a study to determine the need and demand for daycare on Gitaus and
implement the results
Comments:
•

“Training for C+C”

•

“We need more programs that keep our youth informed and out of trouble.”

•

“Increase youth funding for youth program - youth worker already has a relationship
with youth, steady numbers & has a long list of outputs to report on with limited
program funding.”

•

“Encourage our Students to get Grade 12then move on to higher Education! There will
be our future Leaders.”

•

“Able bodies on SA to seek work would be better..”

•

“Conduct a study to determine if feasible to have a school in Kitselas (from K to grade
12)”

•

“Create internship programs to employ Kitselas Members that to gain on the job
experience much like the opportunity offered to finance”

•

“create a team to reach out to off-reserve kids”

•

“Support youth with education-budget for private tutors for all youth. Incentives should
include off reserve youth too.”

•

“Elders- Support funding for members who live off reserve - ex) building ramps or other
accommodations.”
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Culture and Language
Top 5 Actions:
1.

Continue developing and offering language and culture camps to connect members
(especially youth) to our language and culture through activities that focus on sharing
traditional knowledge and values, while fostering relationships between youth, Elders
and the land

2. Develop a Culture and Language Plan for the Nation
3. Install S’malgyax signage on Reserves and within Traditional Territory
4. Develop a “Kitselas Way”/protocols handbook
5. Create a central library/museum of language resources (tied with #4)
Comments:
•

“Bring out all the recordings I have been involved in and others.”

•

“Program teaching traditional harvesting”

•

“The field area in Gitaus, may be a great space for community gatherings..culteral

•

dancing,singing, selling of foods from whomever wants to...invest in huge tent for

•

gatherings..FOR OUR PEOPLE.”

•

“Make use of the Kitselas Canyon and build a Big House for Cultural use as feasts and
learning.”

•

“I suggested the library at one time because there have been many surveys and reports
that have valuable information from members that have since passed.”

•

“Install symalgyax signing throughout the traditional territories.”

•

“Utilize the new language worker/linguist to host classes with youth, learn Tsimshian
language differences & create fun summer program.”

•

“Share learning s'malgyax with off reserve elders.”

•

“Create a museum to reclaim our artifacts and to house current cultural items Create a
Kitselas”

•

“we have lots of language binders that have not been translated but yet we don't have
a language? its written for us we just need to know how to say the words and know
what they mean”

•

“more Elders and youth programs to do together”

•

“implement a policy that promotes off reserve member involvement. A lot of off
reserve members have no cultural awareness because they are left behind.”

•

“language in workplace”
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Economic Development and Employment and Training
Top 8 Actions:
Economic Development:
1.

Conduct a feasibility study for gas station and convenience store at Gitaus

2. Review and update the Kitselas Canyon Business Plan and continue developing the
Kitselas Canyon Park for members and Visitors
3. Finalize a coordinated operations and management arrangement with BC Parks for
Kleanza Creek Provincial Park, Lakelse Lake and the Kitselas Canyon RV Park
Employment and Training:
1.

Continue to investigate partnerships with local/regional major employers that could
hire Kitselas members

2. Provide job training for work with industry, funding for training etc. (so members can be
hired with industry)
3. Provide mentorship / internship / job shadowing for new graduates and youth
4. Implement a succession plan and training for Kitselas jobs, including senior
management positions
5. Provide entrepreneurial support for community Members with business ideas and
goals
Comments:
•

“Economic development of the community hall should contain lower rates for
community members.”

•

“Kitselas canyon badly needs to be repaired and grounds need upkeep all year not just
before we open the canyon for tourist season begins!!! Needs a lot of up keep but no
one wants to do it always say we have moneys for canyon but never spend it on canyon
WHY ???!!!”

•

“What are the plans to develop KIDP? What are the plans to develop: the ITA lands?
Airport lands? Geothermal for power, manufacturing, commercial opportunities?
Partnerships with CN? Chinese development group? Terrace Airport?”

•

“Attract developer and partnerships to develop business within Kitselas lands”

•

“mentorship to youth and new grads is provided in the Summer employment program;
KDC should be providing entrepreneurial support to Kitselas membership and
negotiate employment with industries for Kitselas membership and community
members”

•

“approach the casino, ask them if they are still looking for more land to build a bigger
casino.”

•

“put a store in Gitaus”
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•

“campground in Gitaus for members and if it allows non members with fee for non
members.”

•

“Ask Costco's if they are interested in our commercial lands in Thornhill, why don't we
have our own businesses? why does kitselas keep missing the boat? is it Chief & Council
who are scared of change or the rubbers stoppers why Kitselas has flourished?”

•

“KDC doesn’t update Elders and Membership. What you doing?$$$?”

•

“have a “life coach” who can support everyday living such as cooking, $ management,
health and well being, job search, resume building, relationship support, drug and
alcohol support.”

•

“Axis with plan in canyon”

•

“coffee shop”

•

“IRS for atv plans/race-track”
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Appendix 1: Family Activity Kit Results
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Appendix 1 - Family Activity Kits Results
Worksheet A.1: Reviewing Suggested Actions – Comments From Members (spelling and grammar as received)
LANDS AND RESOURCES
-all Kitselas lands included
-harvest goods for elders
-tree planting
-restoration work replace what we are
taking
-during 50s they wrecked our spawning
streams Dora’s and Rhoda’s from clear
cutting
-cut the streams shaded for fish
-Wason Wheel Bridge twin ghost creek
graveyard 10 Dora’s Endudoon
-we should have a fish wheel it makes it
easier for people without boats or nets,
and it saves the fish or the end product is
better overall
-have signup for fishing spots
-have a fish wheel so more of our
members can get more than a few fish a
season
-give more fish out to members
-Fire Protection Barrier for community
-organize fishing for those that cannot
harvest. On and off reserve.
-Have a team that fishes for entire
community.
-Mentor youth
-Guardian Program
-Elder Advisors to work with non-Kitselas
Staff at Front mtgs.
-increase tax revenue
-involve community
-updates fish, wildlife, Territory, referrals,
Hereditary System involvement

GOVERNANCE
-throw away indian affairs criteria make our own!
-middle aged being left out – instead of just
focusing on Youth and Elders for needs include
all young family adults.
-we had trouble she did not agree with too much
power to the band manager they took over
council manage the band not housing lands and
resources not the business
Chief maintains the authority tc.
-inform/teach the people about rules and
regulation that govern Council and our band
-Admin took Community Events and gatherings
-The Community is in the administration
-change up employees every once in a while,
they get complacent or judge whomever they
have to help out simply from being in their
position too long
-communicate more openly with ALL members
-use a platform like Zoom or Teams for all
meeting so those who can’t make it physically can
be there virtually
-Add C+C mtg. Minutes on Login Website for
members.
-Add live video at C+C mtg.
-Have membership update of priorities of C+C.
-Band Manager
-Build our Government before trying to build us a
Treaty government.
-show the people we are ready
-P.D.F U.S.B
-Outline. only to House holds and Sign Contracts.
_____________________________________________
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HEALTH AND WELLNESS
-Elders starve themselves just to pay for their
houses.
-I love the food boxes
-elder assistance $
-Pay all house insurance for all houses.
-I love the assistance for wood piling wood
splitting and wood etc.
-Homemakers should include drive to get
groceries, general help for shopping, medical
I have an eye disease
-assistance for house chores
-meals on wheels as a given
-we need a security at the entrance especially
on wknds or holidays as sketchy people r
invited in and wind up being bad people.
-create elders only physical activity group
-create elder care home
-Training program for younger children curb
obesity.
-Fill all positions of Health dept.
-trauma centre
-youth centre
-elders centre
-elders programs
-elders shopping
-meals on wheels
-Give elders heating
-We have no Health services.
-Proper Support for our Elders.
-Escorts. billitors
______________________________

1

LANDS AND RESOURCES
Have fishing programs
-nets and tagging fish
-fish for community
-have Kitselas work for Kitselas
-Educate our people
-Quit hiding stuff from our people
-fish landings
-support from fisheries
_____________________________________
-Change the fisheries staff - we need
more Kitselas
-Share the fish w/ people
-no favouritism
-Community Committees
-Elder Advisors

GOVERNANCE
-I like the way Herb George hosts community
sessions - he understands Native Traditional ways
-Mentor Kitselas Members over runned by non
Kitselas
-Chief N Council mtgs with Band Members - were
left In the dark
-assistant for housing (Kitselas) not public but
made available for Kitselas on reports of the
Nations Work
-2 Elders on Council mtgs to…
-Chief and Council mtgs Invited Elders to be apart
and Elders cooked for the meetings

HEALTH AND WELLNESS
-Assistance for numbers - live with chronic
issues/pains for the homemaker even if the
house had others living with them even 2-3
hours to help around the house
-person from the band to assist today
-involve us in everything
-screen people and do criminal record checks
-housing on the reserve and workers
-wheels on meals
-gas cards for medical apts instead of paying
so much on taxi
-having a Band representative in every
department and external meetings
-other Nations living in Kitselas should
provide community with traditional foods

Worksheet A.2: Reviewing Suggested Actions – Comments From Members (spelling and grammar as received)
COMMUNITY SERVICES
-too much privacy laws to know
the conditions of members who
need help we are aware of
privacy information such as not
knowing
-elders can’t afford internet
-elders can’t afford a lot of
things to pay for for programs
and services
-The new norm – we need
What action:
-through programs that are
being put on by departments
have assistance for members
ELDERS for coffee tea service
being provided help them get
their tea/food

CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
-Start including the middle
group even if they don’t start
right away they have always
been left on the sidelines.
-We have a culture is unique to
us. Don’t adopt the other
Nations adopt our culture. We
have a culture already. Include
language.
-Too much white man thinking
for our culture camps. Name
and history of the place to be
included.
-trouble Hereditary System is
the Council and
Administration..host Chief, host
speech had language speech
political.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT
-Not able to pay why not renegotiate the tenants
agreement right to own.
Change the rules to rent only to
scare them.
-all house insurances should be
covered by the band.
-after the house is paid off
continued
-Follow our own criteria. Not
Indian affairs. Separate reserve
fund, land code. Separate the
funds – assistance
-Elders facility
-work out area for Elders
-Elders housing given to them
not to pay rent on

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
-KDC doesn’t update Elders and
Membership. What you
doing?$$$?
-$5000 to elders on Christmas
-Quit missing the boat Kitselas
-Quit being scared
-Spend $ to make $
-Don’t let Council stop all the
things Kitselas can benefit off of.
-have a “life coach” who can
support everyday living such as
cooking, $ management, health
and well being, job search,
resume building, relationship
support, drug and alcohol
support.
-construction company
-casino
-Costco’s

2

COMMUNITY SERVICES

CULTURE AND LANGUAGE

-Elders have a bus/van that
could be used to help elders to
go up town etc. Why let the
vehicles sit?
Why not use them? Rent the van
and driver.
-make sure everyone is involved
-The first week or 2 of school,
the Education be able to take
leaves.
-create a team to reach out to
off-reserve kids
do a needs assessment
Get them involved in all aspects
such as education, physical
activity and cultural programs.
-We need more services in the
community.
-Net mending
-Clearing brush
-ceremonies recorded
-art class FNIS
-beat wood boxes
-regalia fashion show
-Fry bread/bread making
classes
-food harvest studies
-Return calls if any of the
individuals has the help they
need to move forward.
____________________________
-Community Watch Program
-Hire community members to
fish, harvest foods, for the
people paid by the band we are
not filling our quoda's
-Bigger Park
-Help our youth look for jobs

-more Elders and youth
programs to do together
-language programs
-implement a policy that
promotes off reserve member
involvement. A lot of off reserve
members have no cultural
awareness because they are left
behind.
-on reserve tours, territory tours
– visit Port Essington
-language in workplace
-teach protocols
-bring back ceremonies
-plant study programs
-harvesting programs
-hold an office in the Canyon for
use all year round
-culture centre in Canyon
-museum in Canyon
-archaeology course in Canyon
-gift shop/traditional restaurant
in Canyon
-I would like more Public
communications and less
mismanagement between Band
members and for employees.
Trouble hereditary System is the
Council and Administration.
Host Chief, host speech and
language speech political.
_____________________________
-C&C needs to be involved in
every department for decisions
not letting stand on their own
without support
-Journal developd for families
on Kitselas Protocols
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INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT
-seniors housing – better
wheelchair access, railings, all
supports on might need single
storey homes.
-put a store in Gitaus
-campground in Gitaus for
members and if it allows non
members with fee for non
members.
-speed bumps
-safety plan for evacuation
-house insurance coverage
-fuel management to be done
annual for wildfires
-safety plan w/wildlife
-houses mortgages to reflect or
benefit our credit
-rent to own
-signs on highways/CN rail
when entering a
reserve/territory
-build a hall/rec centre
-build youth centre
-build
-all houses should be rent to
own
-teen play area
-recreational area for children
and all ages
-reno monies for COAs and all
homes
-no more BC Hydro
-Homes were built in
Queensway they were covered
by home insurance all houses
should be covered by the band
the insurance was paid by the
band all these years until

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
-Axis with plan in canyon
-coffee shop
-IRS for atv plans/race-track
-water park
-hotel
-tax free gas station
-tax free mall
-emergency training
-spend $ to make $
_____________________________
-Rotate workers so they receive
E.I hours and benefits
-Bigger Casino
-Costco
-Spend money to make money
-Why are we stuck?
-Why do we miss the boat

3

COMMUNITY SERVICES

CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
-Whats happening in Endudoon
-Why does the historical lands
are being used by non-Kitselas
protect it. Respect it like it was
before No one was allowed in
Endudoon besides Kitselas.

INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT
recently *Elders should be
given*

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Worksheet B: Our Actions – Comments From Members (spelling and grammar as received)
Action #
1

Kitselas Canyon

2

Fishing

3

Chief and Council

4

Family Representatives

Action #
1

Economic Development

2

Land and Resources

3

Culture and Language

4

Treaty and Finance

$10

5
6
7

Infrastructure Development
Community Services
Governance

$10
$10
$10

Budget

%

Budget

%

It was supposed to be a S Star location. KDC had it and Council
take’d over. It’s been at a standstill ever since.
Back 1990s they wanted to build the fish wheel. Go to the bank for
a loan to build the fish wheel, meet with elders, elders agree to let
them take over the river to qualify for the fish wheel, surrender
fish spots the Fish Wheel would provide fish to us/Elders. That’s
why we expect fish for elders and community.
Everything that is approved through C+C and the hereditary
system has been over ruled due to Government requirements.
Family Panel to support C+C in major decisions or cultural
practice/awareness.
(trappers) established family – ie: Bevan (2 families), Wright,
Bennett, Bolton, McKenzie, McDames, Seymour, Rhodas, and
Isabelles 2 different lineage.
-hereditary honorariums Chief different village, different culture.
Our children n young people should have opportunities to be able
to strive for n look forward to.
We need to make it easier for our people to get any resources
available to them without outside people judging n saying this is
how much you can have, there were no limits for our forefathers.
We need to keep language and culture alive by not mixing new
with old, need to stick to old ways and stand by them.
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$20
$20
$10

4

8

Health and Wellness

Action #
1
2
3
4
5

$10
Budget

%

Budget

%

Give the elders $5000 at Christmas
Send the elders to Elders Gatherings
Make more elder programs
Provide elders with meals on wheels
Provide elders transportation for mtgs, Apts. etc

Action #
1
2
3
4

Housing
Hall
Fishing Wheel
Fire barrier around community

Action #
1

Community/Culture

2
3

Finance
Education

4

Elders

5

Community Outreach

Action #
1

Open Season Contract Jobs

Action #
1
2
3
4
5

Fish wheel
Traditional foods
Fisheries office
Lands office
Health

$25
$25
$25
$25
Reach out to members off reserve, treat them as though they lived
on reserve. When planning something for example: gardeninggood food box-call them-see their needs-draw them in, bring us
all closer
Budget all aspects to include ALL members-on and off reserve.
Support youth with education-budget for private tutors for all
youth.
Incentives should include off reserve youth too.
Elders- Support funding for members who live off reserve - ex)
building ramps or other accommodations.
Talk with ALL members, see how they are doing, what they and
their family may need.
Update on coming events, gage interest in programs.

Budget
$12.50

%

$25
$25
$25
$12.50

Budget

%

Budget

%

A fish wheel to fish our quota
provide traditional foods to elders all year round
Kitselas People working for Fisheries
Kitselas People working for Lands
Kitselas People working for Health
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6

Youth

7
8

Elders
Band Manager

9
10

HALL!!!*
RECREATIONAL CENTRE!!*

Youth needs should be our priorities. ie. programs + sports
recreational, jobs, training, youth centre
Elders should be looked after better. Help us out!
Kitselas People working in the band manager position to work
w/the band members. Listen to us!!

Worksheet C: Final Thoughts - Comments From Members (spelling and grammar as received)
More emphasis needs to be placed when it comes to members off the reserve. All members should be treated equal and have access to the
same supports. Bringing us all together is what is going to make us stronger. Having members who feel left out or out of place is not an ideal
community. Kitselas should be implementing strategies in all categories to include off reserve members.
Surveys – On Jobs the progress. Within 2 weeks, like a contract. backyards
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